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Rankle discard edh

Photo: Dmitri Burmak, Wizards coastFaeries and cool crooks. And there's one thing floating around that's kind of cool: the DotA 2 puck. Credit: ValveWhich is one of my favorite characters in 12v12 (although it's a story for another day), but it also leads to this: Credit: SmaugTheStupendous via r/custommagicWhich, like
most makeup magic cards, is really very strong. Pretty strong. And it also distracts me from the point that fairies and crooks and fairy crooks are two tribes that have a lot of good cards and it seems as if the Wizards of the Coast are pushing to see more crooks and rogue decks with maps such as Anowon, a furtive thief
that I discussed in my zendikar roundup for Commander.The default commander of the fairies is usually Una, the queen of Fairy, but unfortunately at 6 CMC it is quite expensive, and while its mill/exile mechanics can generate a lot of ETB and the prospect of flying Fairy master herself it generates fairy crooks. There are
a number of decent prowl cards, and many when rogues often when rogue deals deal with damage. Since these fairy crooks almost always come with built-in dodging in the form of flight, there are some worth the synergy out there. Unfortunately though Rankle, Master antics are probably eventually stronger than the
commander. Especially if you're not so much worried about a fairy tribal or rogue tribal and just just a castle deck. I think Runkle is actually designed for Shakespeare's puck, thus a strange floating fairy dragon. If you're reading The Son of a Puck on A Midsummer Night's Eve is kind of meanspirited as a prankster,



though the play is a comedy, he's actually somewhat nasty and not exactly the hilarious prankster he's often presented as. Think more Jackass and less Candid Camera.There are many ways to try to block the table by preventing casts or preventing activations. Mycosynth Lattice and Carne, the Great Creator are almost
inevitable hard lock as soon as they are both on the table and they are both colorless mana only, so not entirely unattainable. This kind of thing is usually called a hard lock once established that it is difficult or impossible for other players to avoid. Runkle doesn't offer this kind of lock, but he offers a kind of soft lock, with
his three triggered abilities we can force sacrifices and force throws, and once the players are out of the cards we can make them draw and then give up. I call this kind of deck commander on a stick deck because the deck revolves around the commander, and revolves around being the commander in the game and
allowing him to do that thing. For this reason it is important to try to protect your commander as well as possible. In a mono-black deck it is a relatively difficult task. Black lacks counterspells, and one of the easiest ways to close the Rankle deck is simply to confront the commander. Ticking up the commanding tax
repeatedly will get going, the position from which he would snowball. Odd of pie cards like Imp's Mischief can save us, and we can also play cards that will make the creature spell incalculable. The despondency is most of these of our color identity (because they are green) but at 4 CMC you can often get the Rankle out
before anyone is ready to counter, and players frequently don't want to waste the 0 CMC counterspells to stop it, since it does not immediately threaten the win, and generally such spells are saved to protect the combo or stop one. Of course, this is one of those things that you will have to learn how your own meta works
and what your pod will and will not allow. There's also an argument to be made that Rankle isn't commanding particularly conducive to fun interactive games, since once he's on the board and protected with hexproof, he'll attack every step and usually force the victim and give up, over and over until the game ends. So
that basically summarizes our winning con: throw Rankle, and hit people with it. In addition to dealing with damage, we have a number of cards that punish players for resetting or carding others to their library. And that's true, Rankle will come out swinging, and beat our opponents down comfortably, forcing the cards out
of control and forcing them to sacrifice their creatures. In order to make a permanent sacrifice we have a number of creatures that come back to play or hand give up, and pay this content is where most of our mana is going to go. To get to our wincon, well it comes right out of the commander's zone, so we don't need a
tutor or draw in Rankle. However, we need our favorable parts, so sometimes we'll use Rankles to draw abilities. It's dangerous because it puts tackles and combo pieces in the hands of other players. But Rankle is kind of all in a strategy-type deck. If you go to a soft lock and then lose it players often prevent you from
remaking pieces, and since Rankle doesn't go endlessly or finish the game suddenly it's pretty dangerous not to try to rush into that castle. Rankle is vulnerable to the wrath of God-type effects, even if hexproof. For control and protection we have a standard set of Killing Rider, Snuff Out, Deadly Rollick, Jump by the
Throat, Dark Wither (through Madness). Unfortunately, Black doesn't offer much in the way of counter or protective magic, so despite the fact that Rankle haste to start with we'll be running Swiftfoot boots and lightning Greaves.To power, it's all essentially a bunch of swamps and better mana rocks. Despondent for the
black monocolor deck, there aren't many shocking options, but we really want to get the rankle out and swing as fast as possible. Other than that, most of our array of cards either complement the discard and donate combos or offer overall utility to black. Bloodchief is a chronically underrated card, and Gef Grimoar and
Waste will not lock us into a very powerful board state. Rankle has 3 strength so we can run a bunch of 2 damages or or Effects to try to clear the small creatures. The thing about a soft castle deck like this however, in some ways, is not very interesting to play such decks. They play in a relatively linear fashion, ramping
up, dropping Rankle, and trying to set the lock. Other players will be forced to stop you and if they can't, you will win a relatively short order. Some strange decks may be able to play under your stax state, such as Gitrog, but overall, a lot of decks will be blocked due to having to sacrifice their commanding or all of their
utility creatures, and in a 4-way game there is almost always someone you can swing rankle on. In the end Imp's Mischief probably won't save us, so he doesn't make the cut, and we have some great fattie reanimator goals like this that betrays and Gary, the grey merchant Asfodel. It is that Betrays will take our enemies
to creatures when they are sacrificed, and we can sacrifice Gary over and over again to continue resusciting him. Next week: Neyith from Dire HuntHave any questions or reviews? Email us a note in the comments below or email us at contact@goonhammer.com.Related Title speaks for itself, I'm designing this mono
black commander with a huge component to drop the theme and a bit of resuscitation, because why not. I'm looking for mostly odd and weird cards because I think we all check out Edhrec when creating a deck. I don't have a list yet, sorry about that. Page 2 20 Comments Community Rules ‖ Commander Rules Post
Answer Previous themeNex theme pokken Messages: 2492 Joined: 1 year ago pronoun: he / his post on pokken 1 year ago DirkGently wrote: 1 year ago played him in limited, and he rules. I love his flexibility. What came to me in to know that, aside from the obvious things like bloodghast to keep it going, you can also
bounce/blink it (if there's any flash in black), so you have nothing to bag. Phyrexian reclamation is a black approach out there. Just bag it and remake it. Endless flesh bags with give up 6 is good. Or the oversold graveyard ofc is not aware of any slow blinking in black, but there are many things like corpse dance etc.
Runkle feels depressing to me. The grave pact already blocks a lot of decks, and if it can be your commanding officer, that's a foul. Gilrad Messages: 96 Joined: 1 year ago pronoun: he/his post gilrad 1 year ago He seems oppressive in a very mild way. In if no one was removing the spell lined up within two turns of it
coming out the whole table would have a bad day kind of soft path. Not as depressing as past repressive commanders, because a commander-tax-ing him before he gets more than three triggers can shut him down. It's just one card per turn, one creature per turn, and requires that someone not instantly delete speed or
flying blockers. If all gameplans basically go without problems that shouldn't be too hard to achieve. If he gets three or four triggers starting with turning three, the table will have a bad game. toctheyounger Communications: 1934 1934 1 year ago Pronoun: he/his Location: Auckland, New zealand Post toctheyounger 1
year ago I was waiting to hear more too. It looks like a big tempo boost for a deck that needs creature opponents to die. I'm thinking about trying it in Glissa's assembly. The rush and evasion of the fight seem great, and the ability to choose any or all of its triggers seems great. I can see how miserable he would be with
the classic black enchantment of the decree, but there are also the worst culprits of this anyway. With the top of my head Yawgmoth causing them much easier, and there are plenty of engine bags from the command zone splashing black too. I really think from a commanding area he's a reasonable commander for black
politics, given that its consequences are global. I won't try that personally, but I definitely think there's a lot of value attached to it, and I'm just surprised that it's taken so long for someone to bring it up. pokken Messages: 2492 Joined: 1 year ago pronoun: he /his message on pokken 1 year ago gilrad wrote: 1 year ago He
seems oppressive in a very mild way. In if no one was removing the spell lined up within two turns of it coming out the whole table would have a bad day kind of soft path. Not as depressing as past repressive commanders, because a commander-tax-ing him before he gets more than three triggers can shut him down. It's
just one card per turn, one creature per turn, and requires that someone not instantly delete speed or flying blockers. If all gameplans are basically going forward without problems, that shouldn't be too hard to achieve. If he gets three or four triggers starting with turning three, the table will have a bad game. It is rather
bad deck design to make the mono black deck reset and bag deck where you want to recast the commander from the area repeatedly if it dies. Runkle will be resuscitated. Your only real hope is to steal it or serious hate, most likely. Or just not be on a strategy that takes care of developing creatures. vandertroll shrub?!
Messages: 125 Joined: 1 year ago pronoun: he / his Location: Athens, GR Post on vandertroll 1 year ago I played against him once. The guy ran a lot of expensive rocks so he could get a rankle at least one turn before. The deck is also a subtheme resulator and ways of punishing any extra draws for their opponents. It
was a really fun deck and amazing, even though he played Rankle on Turn 4, on a 4 player pod, he almost always manages to find a way to do the damage. If I didn't have my Yawgmoth deck I would definitely consider running it. Given the mention of darrenhabib with exceptional deck skills, I think he'd cook a very cool
deck! Expand SignatureErtai, The Wizard of Adept is considered the Wizard. darrenhabib Messages: Joined: 1 year ago pronoun: he / his message darrenhabib 1 year ago vandertroll wrote: I played against him once. The guy ran a lot of expensive rocks so he could get a rankle at least one turn before. The deck is also
a rescitator rescitator and ways of punishing any additional draws for their opponents. It was a really fun deck and amazing, even though he played Rankle on Turn 4, on a 4 player pod, he almost always manages to find a way to do the damage. If I didn't have my Yawgmoth deck I would definitely consider running it.
Given darrenhabib's exceptional deck skills I think he'd brew a very cool deck! That's very kind of me to say. That's how I did build and tried to make it the most repressive prison deck. Think Void, Oppression, Pollution, Smallpox, Smokestack, and bevvy other fun cards. However I had a different success with the overall
idea. First, and basically you become a sworn enemy very quickly. And I don't mean just the goal for the odd attack, I mean everyone will throw everything at you, and even when you can be the only thing that saves players from a particular player winning, they will still target you. So I recommend only these types of
decks among experienced players who want to win, not to retaliate against the person who slowed down the game. Then the overall deck is usually not strong enough to keep 3 opponents focused on you. The games where I won, to be honest, is just getting off to something that wasn't early in the game. This card is just
incredible with Rankle giving up the ability and it just allows you to draw in action, zombies sacrifice their ability. Getting mana during a pitch damage fight isn't the best, but I've been able to pump it up in some of my graveyard repetitive creatures like the tenacious dead and assembling the skeleton nicely. The simple
answer is that Rankle is really amazing, but I still have to find the right shell before I'd post a dedicated stream to build the deck. I think the idea of resuscitation you mentioned might be the best way to go, given that the sworn enemy is just much harder to win through. However, even if I don't play hardcore prison plays,
discarding cards and donating creatures, I'm probably just going to make you a target regardless. Anyway I still keep plugging away with the prison version and see if I can customize it for better results. Onering Messages: 534 Joined: 1 year ago Pronoun: Unlisted Post by onering 1 year ago If the new braids you mean
the new mono black stax commander of choice, yes. He fixed his braids. Throw him turn one off the rocks and he will be penalized, but he won't auto win, and there are strategies that can ignore him. vandertroll shrub?! Messages: 125 Joined: 1 year ago pronoun: he / his Location: Athens, GR Post on vandertroll 1 year
ago darrenhabib wrote: 1 year ago vandertroll wrote: I played against him once. The guy ran a lot of expensive rocks so he could get a rankle at least one turn before. The deck is also a subtheme resulator and ways to punish any draws for their opponents. It was a really fun deck and amazing, even though he played
Rankle on Turn 4, on a 4 player pod, he almost always manages to find a way to do the damage. If I didn't do it, I would, my Yawgmoth deck I would definitely consider running it. Given darrenhabib's exceptional deck skills I think he'd brew a very cool deck! That's very kind of me to say. That's how I did build and tried to
make it the most repressive prison deck. Think Void, Oppression, Pollution, Smallpox, Smokestack, and bevvy other fun cards. However I had a different success with the overall idea. First, and basically you become a sworn enemy very quickly. And I don't mean just the goal for the odd attack, I mean everyone will
throw everything at you, and even when you can be the only thing that saves players from a particular player winning, they will still target you. So I recommend only these types of decks among experienced players who want to win, not to retaliate against the person who slowed down the game. Then the overall deck is
usually not strong enough to keep 3 opponents focused on you. The games where I won, to be honest, is just getting off to something that wasn't early in the game. This card is just incredible with Rankle giving up the ability and it just allows you to draw in action, zombies sacrifice their ability. Getting mana during a pitch
damage fight isn't the best, but I've been able to pump it up in some of my graveyard repetitive creatures like the tenacious dead and assembling the skeleton nicely. The simple answer is that Rankle is really amazing, but I still have to find the right shell before I'd post a dedicated stream to build the deck. I think the idea
of resuscitation you mentioned might be the best way to go, given that the sworn enemy is just much harder to win through. However, even if I don't play hardcore prison plays, discarding cards and donating creatures, I'm probably just going to make you a target regardless. Anyway I still keep plugging away with the
prison version and see if I can customize it for better results. Did you use any dredgers? He did some good shenanigans with Golgari Thug. Hopefully next week I'll run to it and check the deck again. Expand SignatureErtai, The Wizard of Adept is considered the Wizard. Dunharrow Posts: 538 Joined: 1 year ago
pronoun: he/his Location: Montreal Post Dunharrow 1 year ago seems very good. I like the idea of a rescitator subthemator, as you can easily give up fat people. I also like pairing it with waste not and all the effects of Megrim because it is a slow clock. darrenhabib Messages: 1314 Joined: 1 year ago pronoun: he /his
message darrenhabib 1 year ago vandertroll wrote: 1 year agoDid you use any dredger card? He did some good shenanigans with Golgari Thug. Hopefully next week I'll run to it and check the deck again. No dedge card so far. But the version of resuscitation I put together is not pretty much on resuscitation anyway, it's
more like a subtheum, with the main theme still controlling. I will say that as a Yawgmoth, Thran Doctor player, Rankle just doesn't compare the level of power now that I'm playing with him. Of course, it may possibly pretty obvious, but I really need to try it myself (like all commanders) to feel the power of it. I'll drop the
analogy by comparing them. Rankle feels like just a nickle and a penny of benefits where like Yawgmoth is good at both doing nickle and pennies, but can also make Swiss bank-type trades as the game goes on. With Rankle you have to get the condition of the board to be clear later in the game to make the victim's
ability effective, so you are very dependent on the anger effects. The number of times that opponents have managed to squeeze a few tokens basically make it not worth the sacrifice ability going on much. Now opt out is still very good, but even without all the Stax/Prison hate pieces in the deck, the people of HATE give
up and you will soon become enemy number one. The problem is that his level of power does not reflect the amount of hate you receive. Now I'm probably totally playing it wrong. Maybe the trick is to just go for a draw ability early on and pretend that you hug the deck to be patient and then switch modes when you have
a card to back it up? There is a lot of opportunity with this guy, but it's just hard when I have such a powerful deck with Yawgmoth, a Thran doctor at the same cost of mana from the command area. toctheyounger Messages: 1934 Joined: 1 year ago Pronoun: he/his Location: Auckland, New zealand Post toctheyounger 1
year ago Honestly, I do not see how they are even comparable. Yawgmoth is ridiculously strong, and moving at speed I don't see Rankle keeping up with. Rankle seems much lower on the benefit scale, at least in a vacuum. I personally think Rankle will be a star player at 99, for decks that want easy death triggers. I
hope for really good things in my Glissa grind build; his decree gives me 3 rocks from yard to hand, an extra Phyrexian Arena trigger, and I think give up if necessary, but that's not where my focus is. Fighting evasion is just fine too - being able to throw it to the T2/3 and swing right away with the relative confidence of
getting triggers perfectly. All that aside, I think the things he has to be absolutely busted out of the team zone are things that are struggling with - additional phases of attack (traditionally, extra turns (traditionally), double (or more) strikes (can be done with equipment). I think you end up being a sworn enemy pretty quickly
and get summarily trampled. Maybe that's the way you build it - make it hit hard as soon as possible for voltron wins while you smother the rest of the table as much as you can. and then modes when you have a card to back it up? I know it's not particularly your jam, Darren, but I think it's a cool way to play in terms of
75%. Deal with the table through Phyrexian Arena triggers, edict triggers, triggers, Use this to keep the heat away from you like the evil Phelddagrif; Who wants to take 3 so I can solve this problem for us? Who wants 3 so we can draw? And so on. This means you can play a kingmaker as long as you have the resources
to finish the table, but that means having control options to keep people honest. It sounds like fun to me gilrad Messages: 96 Joined: 1 year ago Pronoun: he /his message gilrad 1 year ago I agree that even as a 75% commander focusing on resuscitation, he's going to end up being a sworn enemy just because of a
public information problem - what I would call the Elesh Norn effect. Every time he is in the team zone and his triggers have the potential to thwart players' plans, all disposals will be saved for him. Opening your hand with a dork utility and instant speed removal? The murder spell will be saved for Runkle to protect the
dude. Late game with one matching card in hand and the removal of a spell? No trigger for Runkle. Multiply this for each player at the table, and there's an increasingly high chance Rankle will get one or two triggers the whole game and that's it. It sucks, but it's a kind of fate of all violations/removal commanders being a
sworn enemy to some extent. darrenhabib Messages: 1314 Joined: 1 year ago pronoun: he/his post darrenhabib 1 year ago Cow31337Killer wrote: 1 year ago Rankle is one of those cards that is good in itself, but absolutely broken and utterly repressive when you add a quick mana to the mix. Turn one Sol Ring or Mana
Crypt into turn two Rankle (or even turn one in some cases) leads to a game that isn't even worth playing in my experience. Obviously this is just one of a thousand things that become absurd with fast mana, although haha there are a bunch of 4 mana commanders where that turn 1 Sol Ring or Mana Crypt turns into a
very hard to deal with the game. Brago, King of the Eternal, Arqume Dagsson, Urza, Lord High Artifiker, Kranco, Mafia Boss, Grand Arbiter Augustine IV, Mizzix of Ishmael, Captain Sisay, Rashmi, Eternity Crafter, Prime Speaker Vannifar all come to mind as one or two color commanders as you can get the appropriate
colors to throw on the second turn. I will say that Rankle has a pretty good grip early on like these. Even with Yawgmoth I believe there is a wind-period so as not to throw it on turn 2 in preference to other plays. I had a few games where I had the first or second turn played with it, (Dark Ritual and Mox Diamond) and got
the give up going, and I used Snitch Aunts as a bit of a combo to mitigate any lack of cards. I got that one from looking at EDHREC. My opponents just couldn't play any creatures until they got removed (as I had a recurring creature going out in the Dreadhorde invasion), and by that point it was late because they gave up
too many resources to deal with it further as I was just banishing it again. So there are games where you just get opponents. But this is not consistent by any means. The best way to describe what is a random deck that makes you you the most hated player on the planet so good luck with that
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